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Moreover also the gentile, who is not of Your people Israel, when he shall come out of a
far country for Your name's sake, (for they shall hear everywhere of Your great name,
and Your mighty hand, and Your stretched out arm) so when he shall come, and shall
pray in this place, then hear You in heaven, in the firmament of Your dwelling place, and
do all those things, for which that stranger shall call upon You: that all the people of the
Earth may learn to fear Your name, as do Your people Israel, and may prove that Your
name is called upon on this house, which I have built.
1 Kings, 8:41-43

To Sandy.
She knows why.

Introduction

Look back – to our entry of August 19, 1987, in Enoch and the Book of
Coincidences II: Second Messiah.
‘Rosalyn’ and I were sitting in her backyard speaking, supposedly, with an old
friend, Philo of Alexandria. "Why have we been getting this entire gang from the year 1
A.D., with yourself and Jesus and Matthew and Aliasha and Nikodemus?” I asked. “Why
them? Why all of you?"
"Because we should not have been rejected,” Philo said through Rosalyn. “It is
now as the seam that is split, which must be sewn and sealed together. As strong as
she is in her faith, you are strong in your beliefs. You have learned to be open to her
feelings, and what has been placed before you. As she struggles with her beliefs she
also feels she believes in your faith. It is of higher importance in this age that the Jews
and the gentiles unite. They will need the strength of forces… They must be able to
harmonize. They must join forces, for a greater threat will lay before them."
The events during the intervening 19 years – especially after September 11,
2001 -- have served only to confirm that necessity, as enemies have rushed headlong
onto the world stage who consider themselves engaged in a holy war with both Judaism
and Christianity.

In this, the latest installment of the Enoch saga, that selfsame message – the
need to repair at long last the great schism that should never have occurred, and to
reunite Judaism and Christianity after 20 long centuries under the banner of the one
true God, the God of Israel – presented itself once again.
It was, I knew then and know now, a message that neither Jew nor Christian
would want to hear.
But what choice did I have?
Do I have?

“And it shall come to pass in the last days, that the mountain of the Lord's house shall
be established in the top of the mountains, and shall be exalted above the hills; and all
nations shall flow unto it. And many people shall go and say, ‘Come ye, and let us go up
to the mountain of the Lord, to the house of the God of Jacob; and He will teach us of
His ways, and we will walk in His paths: for out of Zion shall go forth the law, and the
word of the Lord from Jerusalem.’ And He shall judge among the nations, and shall
rebuke many people: and they shall beat their swords into plowshares, and their spears
into pruning hooks: nation shall not lift up sword against nation, neither shall they learn
war any more."
Isaiah 2:1-4

… into the hands grasping for it
Wednesday, October 5, 1988
Rosalyn writing automatically.
World/moon/sun/earth
Place yourself in dream state. Travel. Vasts of space. Darkness. Tiny bright
lights. Distant. Combination of both. Many existences. Need to make deeper contact.
You remain frightened.
Rosalyn heard her name being called, and felt she was being taken someplace
warm, and sensed a friendly female presence.
Extending greeting. Know that you have the compassion, openness, purity of
heart to be receptive to all life. Souls do not always rest within a familiar form. It is with
heaviness that you are receiving. When you are experiencing difficulties it feels like a
burden to receive My words. If you truly search your heart you will find your way to the
answers which will help you. When you search within your soul you will find the proper
direction. You must deal with the life you are leading and decide to alter or continue with
its path.

Remember your role in the direction of My plan for him. He does need your
assistance and you have responsibility for fruition of many messages and completion of
tasks to help him accomplish what he deems is proper tome. You need to overcome the
mortal self and extend complete spiritual self unto him. He often should overcome
mortal emotions to fulfill his spiritual journey. He has done examplary (sic), especially
when consider how freedom of choice was permitted.
His book (Enoch and The Book of Coincidences) should be handled with pride.
You and he have put your lives into it, mortally and spiritually. I will send you strength to
overcome your trials and touch you in your prayers. It has been mentioned before but is
very worthy of retelling you.
My son, your prayers are exceedingly fervent. You feel your soul emerging to its
destiny. My daughter, I shall not reprimand you this night for you are downtrodden. But
if you regain your prayers the burdens will feel lessened. I give you My love and always
My blessing, and wish you to feel My hand upon you. For you must continue and place
your book into the hands grasping for it.
It should be noted that the Shekhina, God's presence, is referred to by the sages
as a female manifestation of God. That may explain Rosalyn's sense of a "friendly
female presence.”
Also: a couple of days ago, Rosalyn mentioned that her grandmother's name
wasn't really Mary, even though that's what everyone had always called her. It was
Alexandria -- as in Philo of Alexandria!

You are sent to unify
Friday night, October 7, 1988
With Rosalyn, after dinner at my apartment. Some highlights:
“You are embarking on a new phase… Understand, you will not realize all you
reach. And realize that you do not comprehend the souls that the work you both have
joined to complete will reach. Beyond capacity you can grasp… She will always
understand what is inside you. You do not give credit to yourself. Deeds and
accomplishments do not have to be great. Just the prayer alone that you offered is
magnified. This is a great part of why you were sent.
“You must be strong. You must discern all right from wrong… You have an aura
that is glowing. Its heat alone will safeguard all… You are powerful energy. You have
been given great strength… You bring blessings upon yourself each day. You bring
comfort to many souls with your prayers, and many enter light because of your prayers
alone. The light glows around you. The love glows within you. When you are known to
many, you will be viewed as someone with much compassion. But you will also be
viewed as someone with great strength, and one who will always make the proper
decisions. You will command respect of all, and yet you shall never lose sight of the
humbleness in speaking prayers. You have been pleasing, and you are abounding with
blessings which are placed upon you. You are chosen…
“You must be aware that when you prepare you are preparing because of the
soul that you carry, which will reach so many. You are not simply a man. You are…
Moshiach…. The power is too incomprehensible. The light that is sent unto you will be

blinding upon blinding… You need to understand what is being given. You need to
place it in the proper order. You know where all belongs, for you are the enactment.”
Later in the evening a new visitor came through who identified himself as Pero.
His message was for Rosalyn:
“Make certain to wear your cross, and have star overlay it. The cross has deep
meaning and trust for you. It was blessed. The star has great response for you. You feel
its protection. You feel drawing unto Israel. You will recall the vision of rabbi. He brought
you from distance home.”
I asked which rabbi he was referring to. “He appeared when she was very far. It
is symbol; she knows Judaism can also protect.” I realized later that Pero was referring
to the “tiny rabbi” who appeared in both Rosalyn’s and Teresa’s minds back on
December 19, 1986, when he helped take Rosalyn away from the choking volcano to a
place where she could breathe. His picture, as drawn by Teresa even as Rosalyn was
struggling to breathe, graces the cover of Enoch and the Book of Coincidences.
A bit later I asked a logical question. With all this talk of evil forces surrounding
and trying to stop us, how come none of them ever simply pushed me in front of a
subway train, or shot me dead?
“Would never occur. Would never be permitted. Souls are strong. Souls have
(been) journeying long for this union. Your souls are related. It is not so easy to destroy
what has been developed from the beginning… It is with great strength of belief and
purpose that you pray, and when you combine all you have learned and experienced
and call upon Him and call upon your holy ones, they cannot – they cannot – attack you
physically. They must attempt to tear away the soul which has been their menace. You

have had physical contact with the evil (Fredericke). But he, too, followed for ages…
You are sent for peace. You are sent for love. You are sent to unify. You are in the light.
You have spoken with name I shall not utter.”
I had asked many times before why, if Rosalyn and I were supposed to be such
exalted souls, we were bothered by physical and other problems. Specifically, I asked
why it was deemed essential that I live with eyesight weak enough to require that I wear
eyeglasses.
“You could not be physically immune. You were placed within body. Body has
developed. Your body has also needed to be humanly responsive. You were designed
to be strong-willed and strong; designed not to be weakling. Never concern that eyes
are not perfect. What you see is beyond perfect. You have felt infirmities so that you
would know what others feel, reach and deal with. You cannot rule or relate to others
what you cannot be aware of. You are accepted because you have been as they.”

I am still around you
October 13, 1988
Rosalyn, automatically writing:
Phoenix -- all black -- feathery -- huge -- Raziel.
Many -- crowd of people.
Have you put me to back? I am still around. I started you. Still connected
strongly. Observe your advancements and method of progression. Enoch shall be with
you anon.

